We offer
•
•
•
•
•

Competitive Remuneration
Air-Conditioned Accommodation
Prepared meals in the station kitchen
Development and Training
Transfer Opportunities at the end of each season

Who
•
•

We are looking to share the Australian experience and require employees from a diverse range
of backgrounds with a variety of skills, talents and aspirations, and a strong work ethic to join us
Throughout our AACo operations, safety is a top priority and, as such, all employees must be
absolutely committed to following our disciplined safety policies and procedures.

Our site
South Galway is located in the heart of Channel Country, 400km south west of Longreach or 1,300km
north west of Brisbane by road. Situated on Coopers Creek, it is a part of what is regarded as some of
the best natural fattening country in the world. The property is a growing out station, backgrounding
cattle for AACo’s beef brands.
Duties & responsibilities
As our Grader driver you will operate the property grader to keep roads and other maintenance works in
good serviceable order. In this important role your duties will include, but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All main roads to be two cuts wide;
All firebreaks to be two cuts wide;
All tail drains to be single V cuts;
Take care around troughs and outlet lines at nests;
Check all fences while grading and report any problems to relevant staff.
Check for cattle in turkey nest enclosures and report to station manager
Service the machine every 250 hours and check for faults daily.
Carry out repairs and maintenance when necessary.

Experience required
•
•
•
•
•

Previous experience in a similar role is advantageous but not required
Welding experience preferred
Mechanical experience is advantageous but not required
Team player who contributes with others on station and within the business
Strong safety orientation

Accommodation
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

Camping out on the job is a requirement up to 12 days at a time (Accommodation is an Air Con
trailer fitted with Hot Shower.
Days start at 5:30/6am with food provided by station cook
Carry out your daily tasks manage your own lunch and smoko breaks

This job can be physically strenuous (demanding) from time to time. You will be expected to be able
to walk, climb, bend, kneel, lift, grip, grasp, push and pull various tools and equipment. You will
need the ability to frequently lift, push and pull from 10–20 kilo’s and occasionally more.
This job will require the ability to ascend/descend ladders.
You will be required to wear personal protective equipment, including hats, gloves, safety glasses,
covered shoes, and respiratory protection and ear protection as appropriate.
This job requires the ability to comprehend written and oral operational and safety instructions and
related rules, policies and memos, and to communicate clearly with your co-workers and
supervisors.
Supply of own tools and tool allowance provided

